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Tired of getting spam calls on your phone? You may want to install an app like Nomorobo that says it can stop unwanted calls. But how does it work? I honestly didn't realize how many options were out there to steam TV shows on my phone. I came across many more than the five listed here and it was overwhelming to cut the list down to
just those few choices. As someone who doesn't have cable, I already use a lot of alternative sources to catch up on the shows I see, but there are so many more options than I even encountered before. If you want to watch a French news program, you can. Sports from other countries? No problem. There are literally more apps for
almost every TV show imaginable. Related articles Broida, Rick. Crackle: Free movies, TV shows on Android devices. Cnet. June 21, 2011. (July 11, 2012) Kristie. Hulu Plus v Vudu. Gadget review. April 14, 2012. (July 12, 2012) . Netflix app. November 2, 2011. (July 12, 2012) . TV.com. (July 12, 2012) Play. HBO Go. (Jul 12, 2012) Go.
Game of Thrones interactive features. (July 13, 2012) Michael. Gaps in Netflix's content are likely to continue. Yahoo News. April 9, 2012. (July 12, 2012) Philip. TV.com review. Macworld. Oct. (July 12, 2012) News. Review: HBO GO. May 4, 2011. (July 12, 2012) By Emma StefanskyUpdated on 4/6/2020 at 4:18 PMWill Forte and Kaitlin
Olson from 'Flipped.' | QuibiWill Forte and Kaitlin Olson from 'Flipped.' | QuibiQuibi, the hot new streaming app for phones only - and we believe only - is here finally, aiming to be the first app to actually turn short-form TV and movies into a durable medium on your mobile device. Whether that's actually going to happen remains to be seen,
but with a lot of big names attached, including Steven Spielberg, Guillermo del Toro, and Chrissy Teigen, it's probably worth giving Quibi a shot if you're curious. But what is this exciting new app that's wooed $1 billion in funding, and how exactly are we using it? Quibi is a streaming service for short-form entertainment, founded by Jeffrey
Katzenberg, who was president of Disney during its animation renaissance in the 1990s, and Meg Whitman, also a former Disney exec who has also been in charge of DreamWorks, Procter &amp; Gamble, Hasbro, eBay, and Han It markets itself as a new form of content content Create snackable series and movies each told via several
short chapters. Thoughout in the last year it's made a steady churn of headlines for attracting big names in Hollywood, from Jason Blum, Steven Soderbergh, Chrissy Teigen, and a lot more people, to producing and starring in these fast hits. Quibi stands for quick bites - that is, very, very short form content that is easy consumables in a
meeting - made to fit perfectly into any moment of your day, as the website tells us. This is the future the digital age promised! The whole show designed only for us millennials and our notoriously short attention spans. It used to be called New TV, so at least it's a step up from that. The app has two payment levels: $4.99 with short ads,
and $7.99 without them. This makes Quibi a great competitor to Apple TV+, also priced at $4.99 per month, and the likes of Netflix or Disney+, whose cheapest levels are still not as cheap as $5.And keep an eye out for deals! You can get a 90-day free trial if you sign up by April 30, and if you're a T-Mobile user on a T-Mobile family plan,
you can get Quibi for free for a year - and if you sign up via T-Mobile Tuesdays you get early access to episodes of Jennifer Lopez's reality show Thank You a Million. It's designed to be mobile only - that is, on your phones and tablets, and that's it - for the foreseeable future. At first Katzenberg and Whitman said they would try a mobile-
first approach with a TV component later, but it looks like they're sticking to an app format. To do this, they hired people from Instagram and Snapchat - two apps that have pioneered short-form story content across their platforms via IGTV and Snap Originals. Quibi's chief product officer is Tom Conrad, formerly Snap's VP of the product.
(One of its series in production is a social network-style show about the creation of Snapchat.) The mobile only format allows Quibi to experiment with form: It supports both horizontal and vertical video and allows its users to switch between the two in the same video with its Turnstyle technology, simply by turning the phone to both sides.
Manufacturers have also considered vertical video formats, which would make some images look like the video and FaceTime you get on a smartphone screen. This means that production teams will have to be creative about how they shoot their quibis. As Gizmodo's Alex Cranz reported out of CES, some filmmakers are cutting
completely separate versions of a title depending on screen orientation. Director Zach Wechter said he was eager to experiment with the platform, and in his short Nest, the landscape version of the film is a traditional horror film about a woman who is pursued in her own home and see the intruder through her Nest cameras, Cranz writes.
But turn the phone to portrait mode, and instead you have a view of her phone. So you see the gritty or watch as she jumps out of the app and opens Facetime to call her father in terror. At the time of launch launch appearing most of its shows have been shot horizontally, like any normal movie on the TV show, and Turnstyle tech simply
shifts focus to what in the scene is important: character faces, or one thing anyone's looking at. Occasionally, you get images that are static in horizontal mode, but in vertical mode they artificially pan from both sides to follow a conversation. Yes, if you subscribe to the cheapest level. The ads appear before each video and also appear
even if you download a video to watch it later. Katzenberg has explained that some advertisements will be divided into smaller chapters that will follow the viewer around as they see Quibi content. He also mentioned that they are looking at developing advertisements as long as five minutes that the user can save to a watch list for later
viewing. (See: BMW's shorts series The Hire, which was directed by everyone from Wong Kar-wai to Neill Blomkamp. Quibi's ad structure sounds like it could look something like that.) Quibi's strategic launch partners include emormous companies like Google, PepsiCo, and T-Mobile that will be getting a piece of your user data, so keep
that in mind. The app shares information such as their subscribers' age and gender, as well as where they live, with advertisers, but claims to keep everyone's personal information, such as names and device IDs, private. In its first year, the app plans to have about 7,000 videos, everything from scripted series and movie-in-chapters to
reality TV and competition shows. The new format has attracted a lot of Hollywood big shots: Stephen Spielberg produces and writes a creepy show you can only see after dark; Guillermo del Toro and Sam Raimi have also signed on to produce a few horror shows; and there will also be remakes of Punk'd and Singled Out, as well as a
court show starring Chrissy Teigen as the hander of judgments. Now more than ever, we're all looking for distractions, and if your attention span can only handle less than 10 minutes of one thing at a time, try a few quick bites. Sign up here for our daily Thrillist email, get Streamail for more entertainment, and subscribe here for our
YouTube channel to get your fix of the best in food/drink/fun. Emma Stefansky is a staff entertainment writer at Thrillist. Follow her on Twitter @stefabsky. You've probably seen a big-screen movie on TV before and noticed a little disclaimer before the movie starts that says something like this: This movie has been edited for TV or this
movie has been edited from its original version. There's a simple reason for this, and that's because the film, yes, has been edited to make it suitable for television. And there are several things that need to be achieved before a feature film is ready to appear on TV. The first is to determine where to cut for advertising. TV shows generally
have specific breaks and small cliffhangers written into scripts to make a cut to more naturally. It works well for TV, but a poorly timed commercial break can really disrupt a movie's narrative flow. Advertising Film editors also need to ensure that the film fits into the allotted time slot. Often that means cutting for time, but occasionally a
scene that ended up on the cutting room floor gets slotted in if the TV time is longer than the actual movie. Usually, however, the extra time is filled with more advertising – it's easier than finding deleted scenes. Broadcasters must also deal with aspect ratios. Now that we have HDTVs, the aspect ratio is not as difficult to handle as in the
past, but because movies are often shot with wide-angle and long pan lenses, the ratio doesn't translate well to old-school TV screens. To compensate, editors often have to reduce the width of each shot to make it fit - when it's done well it's hard to notice in landscapes or close-ups, but occasionally it can even mean removing a character
from a scene so that only their dialogue is heard. The fun comes when editors have to deal with obscenities. While it's not exactly illegal to show nudity or curse on broadcast TV, networks are subject to FCC guidelines and can get a fine if they fail to bienny profanity or show nudity. Editors have two options for handling profanity when it
appears in a movie: They can simply mute or beep the offensive language. Or they can take the more common option and actually dub over profanity with new dialogue. This often leads to some hilarious results as writers and editors struggle to find words that sound enough like the original to sync up with the actors' mouths but lack the
offensive sting. Yippee-ki-yay, melon farmer! Farmer!
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